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Abstract

The competition among shopping malls is getting increasingly more intense. In order to enhance corporate competitiveness and profitability, how to retain key loyal customers has become an important issue for the managers of shopping malls. Customer loyalty programs are a universal practice. This study proposes an analytical model for developing the strategic management of customer loyalty programs. Based on quality function deployment, our model constructs a fuzzy relational matrix to integrate the customer benefits and the customer loyalty programs. The results contribute to a better understanding of the different importance of customer benefits with respect to “Utilitarian benefits”, “Hedonic benefits” and “Symbolic benefits”. The study’s findings provide prioritized customer loyalty programs, including “Newest information transmissions,” “Communication service specialists,” “Exclusive free gift promotions,” and “VIP lounge service,” which can be used to determine the directions for the improvement for shopping malls. The study has implications for the theory and for practitioners. First, it allows for the integration of customer benefits in customer loyalty programs and for the consideration of the VIP customers in the programs. Second, the requirement evaluation considering fuzzy linguistic preferences allows for prioritizing the customer loyalty programs when dealing with uncertainty and vagueness. Finally, this approach helps to obtain more realistic results by integrating fuzzy decision-making into QFD.
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1 Introduction

The recent change of global consumption patterns in the past few years has given big shopping center owners a developmental opportunity to demonstrate their capabilities to combine leisure, shopping, food and beverage and entertainment in a shopping center in order to entertain shoppers. According to survey data from the Department of Statistics with the Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan [8], the revenues of the department store industry occupy the highest proportion among the five big retailing industries. The annual average was at least 27% each year from 2011 to 2015, and its sales scale ranks in first place among the retail sales of nonspecialized stores. In addition, the Market Intelligence and Consulting Institute (MIC) report on basic department store information indicated that the number of department stores and shopping centers reached 143 stores, which is a 15 unit increase in comparison to the previous year [17]. This reveals that the numbers of both department stores and shopping centers have simultaneously increased, but the total number of shopping centers in Taiwan has risen quicker in relation to the number of department stores since 2012. The phenomenon reflects the active level of the overall retailing industry and its importance to the commercial environment in Taiwan.
The retailing industry has entered into a highly competitive age following the overall fast development of the industry. For example, in Kaohsiung City in Taiwan, there were 15 shopping centers in 2015, including Dram Mall, E-Da Asia Plaza, Global Mall at Xinzhuoying Station and the new Taroko Park. In dealing with the aggressive competitive environment, the industry needs to devote resources to improving the overall service quality and must use different ways to enhance its competitive advantages. Moreover, the major trend of relationship marketing also allows the industry to turn its attention to customers and focus on the maintenance, management and development of customer relationships. Therefore, a series of customer relationship management plans (i.e., customer loyalty programs) that encourage loyal customers and maintain profitable customers were gradually developed. Verhoef also believed that a customer relationship management plan can effectively build and maintain the relationships between a business and its customers. Past empirical studies verified that there are many benefits for a business that endeavors to retain loyal customers. Tanford showed that the acquisition of new customers can cost five times more than retaining current customers. Gupta and Lehmann also indicated that a business’s overall profits can rise from 35% to 95% if its retention rate or customer loyalty rate increases by 5%. Gronroos suggested that the long-term relationship and customer loyalty between an organization and a customer are an important assumption for the modern business model, and advanced information technology can help managers to provide customer relationship management (CRM) as a new generation of tactics for customer loyalty programs.

Kumar identified that the popularity of relationship marketing makes a service business capture its customers by providing relationship management plans (customer loyalty programs). Relevant studies also identified that customer loyalty programs can provide a business with obvious increases in their revenues, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty. Thus, customer loyalty programs are very effective and practical methods that can be performed using credit cards or special scanner-readable cards. When customers use these cards, they can receive many benefits, such as price discounts, members only deals, free gifts after passing a predetermined spending threshold, redeemable points, and eligibility for drawings or contests.

The study used loyal customers who hold VIP memberships from a big shopping center in Taiwan as the research objects in order to explore different types of customer benefits and the customer preferences for each type of benefit. The suggested approach overcomes the vagueness and uncertainty that are faced in weighting customer requirements, considering that the analysis model implements a more effective loyal program management strategy. Therefore, the purposes of the study are as follows: (1) to explore the type of customer benefits that are offered by customer loyalty programs of shopping centers, (2) to examine customer preferences and the importance level of each type of perceived benefit from loyalty programs, and (3) to integrate the QFD developmental process with the fuzzy linguistic preference relation method in order to help the shopping center develop a suitable customer loyalty program management analysis tool and find the optimal fitness between its program’s technical ability and the customer benefit requirements.

2 Construction of FQFD in customer benefit and customer loyalty programs

Quality function deployment (QFD) is a customer-driven quality management system that aims to create higher customer satisfaction. The basic concept of QFD is to translate the customer requirements into product developments or advanced service techniques. Each translation uses a matrix called the house of quality (HoQ). When the customer values and requirements become complicated and diversified, the information that is derived from the HoQ becomes unclear. Therefore, value perceptions are adopted in the fuzzy linguistic process in order to evaluate the attribute weights of customer values. To deal with the obscure and imprecise linguistic data, fuzzy set theory combined with QFD, which is called FQFD, could be used to improve the quality of the responsiveness to customer values.

This study describes the research procedure based on the organization of QFD based on the concept of Yan and Ma. The fuzzy linguistic preference relation is adopted to evaluate the weights of multiattributes in the deployment process. In this way, respondents’ subjective judgments of multiple properties of customer benefits are more clearly expressed.

2.1 The flow of QFD model

There are five steps in building the flow of the QFD procedure as follows: (1) appropriately developing the hierarchy of customer benefits through literature reviews and experts interviews, (2) evaluating the weight and performance of
each customer benefit using fuzzy linguistic preference relations, (3) obtaining the customer loyalty programs through experts’ interview, (4) expert evaluation of the fuzzy association matrix between the customer benefits and the customer loyalty programs, and (5) carefully assessing the final performance evaluation of the customer loyalty programs. The flow of the QFD model is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The flow chart for the algorithm in this study.](image)

### 2.2 Establish and assess the attributes of the customer benefits

**Step 1: Build the hierarchical structure of customer benefits**

In the QFD process, the first step is to select the input factors of the customer benefits, which is called the voice of the customer. This study established the hierarchical structure of the attributes of customer benefits through a literature review and divided them into utilitarian benefits, hedonic benefits and symbolic benefits based on the research of Mimouni-Chaabane and Voll [19]. In addition, interviews with professional management staff members were performed in order for the staff to provide the details of the customer benefits program that comply with the suitable hierarchical structure in the shopping mall (See Table 1). Thus, the questionnaire was also developed and corrected through e-mail and telephone contact with the abovementioned professional experts and their suggestions.

**Step 2: Measuring the weights and performances of customer benefits using fuzzy linguistic preference relations**

This study adopts the fuzzy linguistic preferences that were proposed by Wang and Chen [28, 29] in order to obtain the weights of the attributes of customer benefits. Through the combination of concepts with fuzzy linguistic and preference relations, we constructed the consistency fuzzy preference relation matrix that simplifies the complex computing process of the relation matrix and improves the inconsistencies.

(1) **Fuzzy set theory**

Fuzzy set theory was developed by Zadeh [30] to resemble human reasoning and the uncertainty of human thoughts in its use of approximate information. It was specifically designed to mathematically represent uncertainty and vagueness and provide formalized tools for dealing with the intrinsic imprecision of human problems [2, 32]. Because linguistic variables are not directly mathematically operable, each linguistic variable can be associated with a fuzzy number characterizing the meaning of the generic verbal term. Conversion scales are applied to transform linguistic terms into fuzzy numbers. Determining the number of conversion scales is generally intuitive [4].

The triangular fuzzy number of membership function \( \tilde{M}(x) \) of fuzzy set \( \tilde{M} = (l, m, u) \) in universe \( X \) is defined as follows [4]:

\[
\tilde{M}(x) = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{x}{m-l} - \frac{l}{m-l}, & x \in [l, m], \\
  \frac{m-x}{m-u} - \frac{m-l}{m-u}, & x \in [m, u], \\
  0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]
Table 1: Dimensions and attributes of customer benefits in the shopping center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Descriptions and literatures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer benefits</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>Time convenience</td>
<td>Reducing customers’ extra waiting time (such as waiting for parking and exchanging premiums coupons and trading stamps) and obtain better convenience [31].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monetary savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>Saving money (favorable commodity prices and discounts) and obtaining economic savings in the shopping process [9, 10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Providing useful and practical gifts and services to customers in the shopping process [3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic benefits</td>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td></td>
<td>Customers trying novel activities in the participation process [1].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Experiencing funny, interesting and fascinating activities (such as a big balloon parade, an outdoor cinema, a picnic and a race) [23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic benefits</td>
<td>Preferential</td>
<td></td>
<td>Providing preferential services that allow customers to enjoy special identities and superior feelings [19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>treatment</td>
<td>Special services</td>
<td>Providing special services or care (such as a lounge service for special service members) that allow customers to experience friendly treats [34, 38].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community cohesion</td>
<td>Producing cohesive interaction and emotional links among customers for the same purpose or intention [6].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $l \leq m \leq u$, $m$ is the most possible value of the fuzzy number $\tilde{M}$, and $l$ and $u$ are the lower and upper bounds, respectively. According to Zadeh’s extension principle, given two triangular fuzzy numbers $\tilde{M}_1 = (l_1, m_1, u_1)$ and $\tilde{M}_2 = (l_2, m_2, u_2)$, ($l_1$ and $l_2 \geq 0$).

a. The extended addition is defined as

$$\tilde{M}_1 \oplus \tilde{M}_2 = (l_1 + l_2, m_1 + m_2, u_1 + u_2).$$

b. The extended multiplication is defined as

$$\tilde{M}_1 \otimes \tilde{M}_2 \approx (l_1 \cdot l_2, m_1 \cdot m_2, u_1 \cdot u_2).$$

c. The inverse of the triangular fuzzy number $\tilde{M}_1 = (l_1, m_1, u_1)$ is defined as

$$\tilde{M}_1^{-1} = (\frac{1}{u_1}, \frac{1}{m_1}, \frac{1}{l_1}).$$

(2) Fuzzy linguistic variables

Linguistic variables refer to the variables that regard the human vocabulary of natural language as variables [37], such as “equally important,” “somewhat important,” “important,” “quite important,” “very important” and other words, which describe the importance degree of various criteria. When respondents’ evaluations can be represented by linguistic variables, their subjective judgments can be expressed easier and clearer. In addition, the ambiguity of the evaluated process could also be fully expressed in order to enhance the feasibility and acceptance of the analysis results [22, 25]. Generally, linguistic variables contain triangular fuzzy numbers, trapezoid fuzzy numbers and S-shaped fuzzy numbers, and the most widely used are triangular fuzzy numbers. To solve the imprecision of subjective assessments using the qualitative information of respondents, this study adopts the concept of the fuzzy linguistic scale used by Tolga et al. [26] in order to improve the traditional Likert Scale. Nine linguistic terms that were parameterized by real numbers are used to indicate the importance weights of customer benefits as follows: equally important, somewhat important, important, quite important, and very important.

(3) Using fuzzy preference relations for weighting customer benefits

In traditional pairwise comparison methodologies, respondents always provide $n(n - 1)/2$ judgments for a preference matrix which has $n$ elements. To simplify the comparisons, this study used fuzzy preference relations presented by
Wang and Chen [28, 29] because they provide a complete preference relation matrix that has \( n \) elements with the least \((n-1)\) judgments. The procedures used to weight the importance of customer benefits on the basis of fuzzy preference relations are as follows.

a. Construct pairwise comparison matrices among the customer benefits \((B_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\). Ask respondents which is the most important element in each pair of adjacent elements in a set of \((n-1)\) fuzzy preference values \(\{\tilde{a}_{12}, \tilde{a}_{23}, \ldots, \tilde{a}_{(n-1)n}\}\). For example,

\[
D^k = \begin{pmatrix}
B_1 & B_2 & B_3 & \cdots & B_n \\
B_1 & 1 & \tilde{a}_{12} & \times & \times & \times \\
B_2 & \times & 1 & \tilde{a}_{23} & \times & \times \\
B_3 & \times & \times & 1 & \tilde{a}_{34} & \times \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \tilde{a}_{(n-1)n} \\
B_n & \times & \times & \times & \times & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \(\tilde{a}_{ij}\) denotes the intensity of fuzzy preference for customer benefits \(i\) and \(j\) assessed by \(k\)th respondent, \(\tilde{a}_{ij} = \tilde{1}\) is the indifference between benefit \(i\) and benefit \(j\), and \(\tilde{a}_{ij} = 3, 5, 7, 9\) indicates that benefit \(i\) is relatively more important than benefit \(j\) whereas \(\tilde{a}_{ij} = 3^{-1}, 5^{-1}, 7^{-1}, 9^{-1}\) indicates that benefit \(i\) is less important than benefit \(j\). The sign “\(\times\)” indicates the remaining \(\tilde{a}_{ij}\), which can be done by fuzzy positive reciprocal matrix if and only if \(\tilde{a}_{ij} = \tilde{a}_{ji}^{-1}\).

b. Transform the preference value \(\tilde{a}_{ij} \in [1/9, 9]\) into \(\tilde{P} = (\tilde{p}_{ij})\) with \(\tilde{p}_{ij} \in [0, 1]\), and then obtain the remaining \(p_{ij}\) by using the additive transitivity property as follows:

\[
D^k = \begin{pmatrix}
B_1 & B_2 & B_3 & \cdots & B_n \\
B_1 & 1, 1, 1 & p_{12}^L, p_{12}^M, p_{12}^R & \times & \times & \times \\
B_2 & 1-p_{12}^L, 1-p_{12}^M, 1-p_{12}^R & 1, 1, 1 & p_{23}^L, p_{23}^M, p_{23}^R & \times & \times \\
B_3 & \times & 1-p_{23}^L, 1-p_{23}^M, 1-p_{23}^R & 1, 1, 1 & \times & \times \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \times \\
B_n & \times & \times & \times & 1-p_{(n-1)n}^L, 1-p_{(n-1)n}^M, 1-p_{(n-1)n}^R & 1, 1, 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

For a reciprocal fuzzy linguistic preference relation \(\tilde{P} = (\tilde{p}_{ij}) = (p_{ij}^L, p_{ij}^M, p_{ij}^R)\) to be consistent, it must verify additive consistency, the following statements must be true [28, 29]:

\[
\begin{align*}
& (1) \quad p_{ij}^L + p_{jk}^L + p_{ki}^R = \frac{3}{2} \quad \forall i < j < k, \\
& (2) \quad p_{ij}^L + p_{jk}^M + p_{ki}^M = \frac{3}{2} \quad \forall i < j < k, \\
& (3) \quad p_{ij}^R + p_{jk}^R + p_{ki}^R = \frac{3}{2} \quad \forall i < j < k, \\
& (4) \quad p_{i(i+1)}^L + p_{(i+1)(i+2)}^L + \cdots + p_{(j-1)j}^L + p_{ji}^L = \frac{j-i+T}{2} \quad \forall i < j, \\
& (5) \quad p_{i(i+1)}^M + p_{(i+1)(i+2)}^M + \cdots + p_{(j-1)j}^M + p_{ji}^M = \frac{j-i+1}{2} \quad \forall i < j, \\
& (6) \quad p_{i(i+1)}^R + p_{(i+1)(i+2)}^R + \cdots + p_{(j-1)j}^R + p_{ji}^R = \frac{j-i+1}{2} \quad \forall i < j.
\end{align*}
\]

c. If the value of some elements of the aggregated matrices do not have a value between zero and one \(\tilde{p}_{ij} \notin [0, 1]\) after calculating the pairwise comparisons, the following transformations should be applied to transform the elements to the interval \([0, 1]\), i.e. \(f : [-c, 1+c] \rightarrow [0, 1]\) where \(c\) is the maximum amount of violation from interval \([0, 1]\) among elements of \(\tilde{P}\).

\[
\begin{align*}
& f(x^L) = \frac{x^L + c}{1 + 2c} \quad (7) \\
& f(x^M) = \frac{x^M + c}{1 + 2c} \quad (8) \\
& f(x^R) = \frac{x^R + c}{1 + 2c} \quad (9)
\end{align*}
\]
d. Calculate the weights of the elements as equation (10):

\[ \tilde{w}_i = \frac{\hat{g}_i}{\hat{g}_1 + \hat{g}_2 + \ldots + \hat{g}_n}. \]  

(10)

Through the preference value transformed from \( \tilde{a}_{ij} \) into \( \tilde{P} = (\tilde{p}_{ij}) \), it is easy to calculate \( \tilde{g}_i \) which shows the mean of the comparison values of each customer benefit \( i \). \( \tilde{g}_i \) is calculated as equation (11):

\[ \tilde{g}_i = \frac{1}{n} [\tilde{p}_{i1} + \tilde{p}_{i2} + \ldots + \tilde{p}_{in}], \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]  

(11)

Using a defuzzification method, like fuzzy mean, the final defuzzied weights are calculated as equation (12):

\[ w_i = \frac{w_i^L + w_i^M + w_i^R}{3} \]  

(12)

There are many operators and methods can be used as well to calculate the weight of the elements and to defuzzify them (please refer to Liu and Jin [15] for other operators and refer to Broekhoven and Baets [4] for the defuzzification methods).

2.3 Relationship analysis between customer benefits and customer loyalty programs

Step 3: Obtain technical details of the customer loyalty programs

This study divided customer loyalty programs into two different types of technical projects, namely, monetary and special types. Suppose that there are \( T_i \) technical project compliance items \( (i = 1, 2, \ldots, k) \) that are determined from the in-depth interviews with the case mall’s managers. They established eight relevant features of customer loyalty programs that are related to the technical analysis. For the evaluation, the ones that are closer to professional managers’ suggestions have been selected, as detailed in the following list.

**Exclusive Promotional Activities.** The shopping center can send VVIP and VIP customers an exclusive promotional activity invitation letter every month. This allows them to enjoy exclusive promotions such as free trial samples, buy one get one free deals at authorized stores and exclusive discounts by showing the invitation letter.

**Exclusive Promotion Gift.** The shopping center can offer VVIP and VIP customers promotional gifts such as birthday gifts, exclusive anniversary gifts, festival gifts and exclusive member gifts.

**VIP Lounge Service.** The shopping center can give VVIP and VIP customers honorable and special treatments by bringing in specific companies or allowing them to stay comfortably in an exquisite leisure space with kind service people that provide free afternoon tea, a light meal, and the newest popular magazines and newspapers.

**Exclusive Parking Zone.** The shopping center can provide VVIP and VIP customers an exclusive parking zone. Therefore, they will not be as affected by the crowds and traffic during holidays, promotions and festivals because they can directly go to the exclusive parking zone for parking and do not need to wait for parking as other customers may.

**Exclusive Service Zone for Promotional Schedule.** During each major promotional activity, the customer service center will set up an additional exclusive service zone to provide VVIP and VIP customers with preferred redemption service, and they do not need to wait in line for this service as other customers may.

**Special Invitation Activities.** The shopping center can regularly hold different activities such as special exhibitions and seminars for VVIP and VIP customers and give them special treatment, such as priority in activities such as Professional Valuable Appraisals, Balloon Parades and New Year’s Eve parties.

**Newest Information Transmission.** The shopping center can send promotional materials, such as scheduled and exclusive activities, to VVIP and VIP members through DM, mail, emails, and text so that they can quickly receive the newest promotional information.

**Communication Service Specialist.** The shopping center can supply VVIP and VIP customers with an exclusive communication service specialist to resond their problems and collect and understand individual customers’ personalities, preferences and habits.

Step 4: Assessment of the relationship between customer benefits and customer loyalty programs

The respondents were asked to assign a value between 0–5 that reflects the impact of each customer benefit (hows) on each customer loyalty program (whats). Then, the results were translated into linguistic variables and averaged. To quantify the linguistic variables, triangular fuzzy numbers have been used and the results that are obtained from each respondent have been aggregated using equation (13):

\[ \tilde{r}_{ij} = \frac{1}{n} (\tilde{r}_{ij1}, \tilde{r}_{ij2}, \ldots, \tilde{r}_{ijn}), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, k; j = 1, 2, \ldots, m. \]  

(13)
where \( k \) is number of “whats”, \( m \) is number of “hows” and \( n \) is number of respondents.

The rating is the score matrix between “how”–“what” in which the element \( r_{ij} \), which is a triangular fuzzy numbers that are defined by \( \tilde{r}_{ij} = (r_{ij1}, r_{ij2}, r_{ij3}) \), represents the aggregated score between the \( i \)-th “what” and the \( j \)-th “how”.

Step 5: Calculate the weights of customer loyalty programs

The fuzzy importance weight of each customer loyalty program that completes the HOQ can be calculated using equation (14):

\[
\tilde{W}_{HOW} = \frac{1}{k} \left[ (\tilde{r}_{j1} \otimes w_1) + (\tilde{r}_{j2} \otimes w_2) + \ldots + (\tilde{r}_{jk} \otimes w_k) \right], \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, m. \tag{14}
\]

Equation (14) provides the calculation of the weights of the customer loyalty programs in the final step of the HOQ. \( \tilde{r}_{ij} \) represents the aggregated score between the \( i \)-th “customer benefit” and the \( j \)-th “customer loyalty program” and \( w_i \) is the defuzzified weights of each customer benefit from equation (12). In this way, we can obtain the final weights of customer loyalty programs using a defuzzification method.

3 Data analyses and results

3.1 Research object

According to previous literature reviews and expert opinions, this study determined the customer benefit levels and used a questionnaire as the measurement instrument to conduct the survey. This section employed loyal customers who hold VVIP and VIP memberships of a shopping center as the questionnaire distribution objects in order to obtain each weight assessment of customer benefits. The official questionnaire was distributed between April 14th, 2016 and April 30th, 2016. The distribution locations were at the VVIP and VIP customer service centers, the VVIP and VIP exclusive parking zones, and the entrance and exit of the center. In total, 60 questionnaires were distributed, and 60 valid copies were collected.

In the section regarding customer benefits and the customer loyalty program’s correlation assessment, the professional management personnel in the business department at the shopping center were invited to participate as questionnaire distribution objects in order to acquire the correlations between customer benefit attributes and loyalty program items. Official questionnaires were distributed to the professional management personnel at the shopping center between May 20th, 2016 and June 10th, 2016.

Due to the internal management concerns of the shopping center, the study assigned personnel to distribute the questionnaires and provided an explanation of how to answer the questionnaire before the official questionnaire was distributed. If questionnaire respondents had any further questions regarding the contents, they could call the study organizers in order to receive an answer. In total, 40 questionnaires were distributed. Excluding 4 questionnaires that were incomplete, there were 36 valid questionnaires.

3.2 The relative weight analysis of customer benefits

(1) The evaluation of customer benefits with the fuzzy linguistic preference relation matrix

Using the fuzzy linguistic computations from equation (11) to equation (10), the study evaluated the pair-comparison matrix that corresponded to the special customer groups (i.e., VVIP and VIP). Then, the study utilized equation (11) to integrate the interviewer’s opinions of each group (i.e., to acquire the mean) to obtain the fuzzy means of the customer benefit dimensions from two groups and to build a complete fuzzy linguistic preference relation matrix of customer benefits.

Furthermore, the study employed the abovementioned dimensions of customer benefits with the same computational process and followed the order in order to individually assess each attribute item with respect to utilitarian benefits, hedonic benefits, and symbolic benefits under the customer benefit dimensions and to build the fuzzy linguistic preference relation matrix of customer benefits for special customer groups.

(2) Importance assessment of customer benefits

To acquire the fuzzy weight value of each customer benefit item, next, the study defuzzified the triangular fuzzy number using equation (12) in order to obtain the defuzzified weight value. Figure 2 denotes that the triangle areas of hedonic benefits and symbolic benefits are bigger, which means that customer groups have larger differences of opinion and perception for both benefit items. However, the area of utilitarian benefits is smaller, which signals that customer groups are more uniform with respect to their opinions and perceptions. In addition, the overall location of utilitarian benefits is more skewed to the right side (bigger score) than the other two dimensions, which shows that the customer
groups emphasize this dimension more. This is because the group belongs to high loyalty customers, and they have higher familiarity with the consumption environment of the shopping center. Therefore, they unanimously assigned utilitarian benefits higher importance. Additionally, from Figure 2, the index points of each indicate that the order of customer groups’ importance for each dimension is utilitarian benefits, hedonic benefits, and symbolic benefits, respectively.

Figure 2: The membership function of customer benefits.

According to analysis results in the last column of Table 2, the order of the first four items of the final weight scores of customer groups’ attributes, from high to low, is entertainment (the final weight score is 0.169), exploration (the final weight score is 0.159), time convenience (the final weight score is 0.131), and priority treatment (the final weight score is 0.120).

In terms of customer benefits, the analysis indicates that utilitarian benefits receive the highest score among the weight scores of the three dimensions of utilitarian benefits, hedonic benefits and symbolic benefits. Its weight score is 0.345. Under the utilitarian benefit dimension, there are three attributes, including time convenience, monetary savings and usefulness. Time convenience receives the highest weight score. Its weight score is 0.378. Under the hedonic benefit dimension, the weight score of entertainment is 0.516 higher than the exploration weight score. Lastly, under the symbolic benefit dimension, there are three attributes, including priority treatment, special service and group cohesiveness. Priority treatment has the highest weight score of 0.367.

3.3 The relationship analysis between customer benefits and customer loyalty programs

The study gave the professional management personnel of the case shopping center the opportunity to evaluate the relationship level of eight customer benefit attribute items and eight acquired customer loyalty program items by adopting the method of Chowdhury and Quadder [3] in order to reflect the relationships and transfer them into a reflective fuzzy number. Then, the study integrates 36 sets of relation matrices (i.e., to acquire the mean) in order to obtain a complete fuzzy relation matrix of the attributes of the customer benefit and loyalty programs. Further, the fuzzy linguistic terms are fuzzified using equation (13) in order to acquire the relation matrix (the value of the upper-left corner of Table 2), and the weight scores of the overall customer benefits are multiplied by the value of the upper-left corner using equation (14) in order to gain the relationship value (the value of the lower-right corner of Table 2) of the customer benefit and customer loyalty program attributes.

The relationship matrix in Table 2 shows that the item of exclusive promotional activity has the highest relationship value with the usefulness of customer benefits. The relationship value is 0.66. The item of exclusive free gift promotion has the highest relationship level with the customer benefit of monetary savings. The relationship value is 0.63.

3.4 The relative weight assessment of customer loyalty programs

This study used the value of the lower-right corner in Table 2 to acquire the initial weight scores of loyalty programs; then, the weights were standardized to obtain the criticality of the relative weight value of customer loyalty programs.

In addition, the study employed a range from 1 to 5 points as the assessment score scale in order to measure professional management personnel’s current and expected performance regarding the execution of the shopping center’s loyalty program. A higher assessment score means that the professional management personnel gave a higher score to
the technique’s performance. First, the study consolidated 36 interviewers’ assessment scores for each loyalty program technique in order to acquire the overall performance value and improvement rate of each loyalty program technique, as determined by the professional management personnel of the shopping center.

Finally, the study applied traditional QFD to further compare the differences between the traditional and proposed fuzzy QFD applications. The results are as shown in Figure 4. The proposed fuzzy QFD ratings result in the same ranking order for the relative weights of the attributes of customer benefits as those that were obtained using traditional QFD. In addition, it can be generally expected that the final importance ratings of the customer loyalty programs using traditional and proposed fuzzy QFD will exhibit the same trend. Using both the traditional and proposed fuzzy QFD to measure the final importance ratings of the customer loyalty programs ensures that the ratings are as similar as possible. This also ensures the reliability and validity of the proposed model in this study.

Figure 4 indicates that although the traditional and proposed fuzzy QFD ratings result in the same ranking order of customer benefits, the traditional QFD ratings tend to be closer to the upper limits of the corresponding proposed fuzzy QFD and further from the lower limits. It also shows that the value in the traditional QFD model is overestimated by the numerical analysis. With regard to the importance priority order for customer loyalty programs, no major differences were found between the highest and lowest importance priorities. However, for the benefits “Exclusive Promotional Gift,” “Exclusive Service Zone for the Promotional Schedule,” and “Newest Information Transmission,” the order of these three techniques is slightly different in the frameworks of the traditional and new fuzzy QFD models. Comparing the two QFD models, the proposed fuzzy QFD model may be more accurate and effectively exclude the overestimated values.

Table 2: A complete HOQ structure of customer loyalty programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Monetary loyalty programs</th>
<th>Customer loyalty programs</th>
<th>Relative weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exclusive Promotional</td>
<td>Exclusive Promotional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Activity Gift</td>
<td>Service Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility benefits</td>
<td>Time convenience</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic savings</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic benefits</td>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol benefits</td>
<td>Preferential treatment</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special Services</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>6.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community cohesion</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer loyalty programs</td>
<td>Initial weights</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative weights</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of improvement</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>1.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 The analysis of the advantages and weaknesses analysis of customer benefit and customer loyalty programs

Through the previously mentioned performance analysis and the addition of the relationship matrix of customer benefit and customer loyalty programs in Table 2, the study assesses the advantages and weaknesses of the shopping center’s programs.

(1) To promote the advantage of customer benefits

According to Table 3, the first three items that have higher scores on the performance assessment of the customer benefits of the shopping center are “Entertainment,” “Time convenience,” and “Priority treatment”. Moreover, it can be observed that customer loyalty programs have the highest relationship level with “Special event invitations,” “Exclusive parking zone service” and “VIP lounge service”.

From the above, we can realize that the loyalty programs that are provided by the shopping center meet the customer benefit requirements and receive a quite good evaluation. Thus, it is suggested that the shopping center should regularly use special invitations in order to create more plentiful entertainment programs and, in the meantime, implement exclusive parking zone services in order to satisfy customers’ time convenience requirements. The center also needs to intensify the overall service of the VIP lounge in order to fulfill customers’ priority treatment requirements. The above suggestions can act as directions that can be taken by the shopping center in order to effectively maintain its advantages.
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Table 3: The initial weights and relative weights of customer loyalty programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer loyalty programs</th>
<th>Initial weights</th>
<th>Relative weights</th>
<th>Rankings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monetary loyalty programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Promotion Activity</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.1311</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Promotion Gift</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.1120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special loyalty programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP Lounge Service</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>0.1422</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Parking Zone Service</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.1410</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Service Zone for Promotional Schedule</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.1220</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Invitation Activity</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.1407</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newest Information Transmission</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.1113</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Service Specialist</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.0998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) To improve weaknesses of customer benefits

According to Table 4, the first three items for the improvement of customer benefits are “Exploration,” “Special service,” and “Usefulness.” Through the lower-right corner of the correlation matrix, it can separately found that “Special activity invitations,” “VIP lounge service” and “Exclusive promotions” are loyalty programs with higher relationship levels.

Table 4: The overall performance and improvement rate of each customer loyalty program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer loyalty programs</th>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>Current performance</th>
<th>Expected performance</th>
<th>Ratio of improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Promotion Activity</td>
<td>0.1311</td>
<td>3.333</td>
<td>3.972</td>
<td>1.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Promotion Gift</td>
<td>0.1120</td>
<td>3.278</td>
<td>3.971</td>
<td>1.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP Lounge Service</td>
<td>0.1422</td>
<td>4.167</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>1.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Parking Zone Service</td>
<td>0.1410</td>
<td>4.139</td>
<td>4.250</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Service Zone for Promotional Schedule</td>
<td>0.1220</td>
<td>4.028</td>
<td>4.139</td>
<td>1.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Invitation Activity</td>
<td>0.1407</td>
<td>3.750</td>
<td>4.194</td>
<td>1.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newest Information Transmission</td>
<td>0.1113</td>
<td>3.472</td>
<td>4.250</td>
<td>1.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Service Specialist</td>
<td>0.0998</td>
<td>3.389</td>
<td>4.056</td>
<td>1.197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the improvement of exploration, this study suggests that one should emphasize the operation of special activity invitations by aggressively increasing the variety of activities and experiences in order to satisfy the customer benefit requirements for exploration. In addition, in the improvement of usefulness, one can utilize exclusive activity promotions. Exclusive promotions should avoid repetitive and low usage value contents and can follow customers’ previous purchase habits in order to design contents that meet the customer benefit requirements for usefulness. Lastly, in the improvement of special services, one should examine the current operations of the VIP lounge and improve the provisions of special services. The suggestions mentioned above can act as directions for effectively improving the weaknesses.

(3) To aggressively improve weak techniques

According to Table 5, the first three items for the improvement of the shopping center’s customer loyalty programs are “Newest information transmissions,” “Communication service specialists,” and “Exclusive free gift promotions”.

Through the value of the lower-right corner of the relationship matrix, we can learn that the major attributes that influence customer benefits are “Entertainment,” “Preferential treatment” and “Momentary savings”. The newest information transmission will influence entertainment, and the technique that has the highest relationship with entertainment is special activity invitations. Thus, this study suggests that the shopping center should use special activity invitations and mutually supplement these two loyalty programs in order to reduce the impacts of entertainment. With
Table 5: The analysis of promoting the advantage of customer benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes of customer benefits</th>
<th>Special event invitation</th>
<th>Exclusive parking zone service</th>
<th>VIP lounge service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time convenience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferential treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of Customer loyalty programs</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The analysis of improving weaknesses of customer benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes of customer benefits</th>
<th>Customer loyalty programs</th>
<th>The improvement rate of customer benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special event invitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP lounge service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>1.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special service</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>1.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>1.160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The analysis of improving weak technology ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes of customer benefits</th>
<th>Customer loyalty programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newest information transmission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication service specialist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive free gift promotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferential treatment</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary savings</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The improvement rate of customer loyalty programs</td>
<td>1.224 1.97 1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In respect to the impact of communication service specialists on priority treatment, this study suggests that one should coordinate with the VIP lounge in order to improve the effects of priority treatment. With respect to the effect of exclusive free gift promotions on monetary savings, this study suggests that it should coordinate with exclusive activity promotions in order to improve the impact of monetary savings.
4 Conclusion remarks

4.1 Conclusions
Currently, the competition in the marketplace is becoming aggressive. Businesses all make their best efforts to keep critical, loyal customers and promote their competitive abilities. In view of this, this study applied the QFD method to build the assessment structure for shopping centers in order to evaluate their strategies and transform their customer members’ benefit requirements into customer loyalty programs to effectively promote their competitive advantages. In addition, the combined application of the fuzzy linguistic preference relation approach can allow for the proper measurement of multi-item semantic data during research and effectively solve problems, such as semantic fallacies and inaccuracies, that often happen with traditional measurement methods. Therefore, the QFD method can generate more accurate data for measuring abstract customer benefits and further understanding the customer benefit requirements between different customer groups. Through empirical research, this study applied the QFD method in order to explore customer members’ benefit requirements and shopping centers’ customer loyalty programs. In summary, the proposed approach can be valuable for the theory and also for practitioners. First, it allows for the integration of the customer benefits and the customer loyalty programs and considers the VIP customers that are involved in the offer. In addition, the evaluation of requirements performed by using fuzzy linguistic preference relations allows for the prioritization of the customer loyalty programs, even when considering the uncertainty and vagueness that occur with respect to exact judgments.

The study used shopping centers as the empirical research target, and the results showed the following. (1) The VVIP customer group and VIP customer group assign different importance to customer benefits. In terms of the dimensions, the VVIP customer group’s importance order is utilitarian benefits, symbolic benefits and hedonic benefits, while the order for the VIP customer group is utilitarian benefits, hedonic benefits and symbolic benefits. In terms of the attributes of each dimension, the importance order of the two groups is the same. Those are time convenience, priority treatment, and entertainment, respectively. (2) To provide customer benefits that meet customer expectations, with respect to time convenience, priority treatment, and entertainment, the management staff of shopping centers should intensify their critical techniques such as special event invitations, exclusive parking zone service, and VIP lounge service. (3) From the perspective of the reinforcement of customer benefit weaknesses, for exploration, usefulness, and special service, shopping center management can further propose improved or enhanced techniques for special event invitations, exclusive promotional activities, and VIP lounge service.

4.2 Management implications and suggestions
There are five management implications that are suggested by the research results, and they are provided as follows.

(1) To effectively develop new customer loyalty program techniques
This study used the QFD method to analyze customers and customer loyalty programs, which can provide a major critical element to form channels and become a basis to fulfill customer requirements. Thus, the research results allow one to effectively develop new customer loyalty programs and promote the efficiency of the overall development process in order to quickly cope with market changes by developing new services.

(2) To provide differentiated customer loyalty programs
Due to the differences in each customer’s requirements, each customer will be concerned with different benefits. Thus, during the developmental process of shopping centers’ customer loyalty programs, the management staff should analyze and understand the different customer groups in order to provide differentiated customer loyalty programs that will satisfy customers’ multiple requirements and better maximize the service quality of the shopping centers.

(3) To develop customer loyalty programs with representativeness
Shopping centers obtain higher assessments for certain specific customer benefits, which imply that their customers agree with their development in this respect. Therefore, shopping center management can make their best efforts to apply their resources and abilities to these certain specific customer benefits. When they provide customer loyalty programs, they should use these benefits as a major point in order to boost customers’ acceptance so that they can further become unique representatives of the shopping centers.
(4) To comprehend the strengths of the different techniques

The managers of shopping centers should comprehend the relatively stronger techniques and continue maintaining their strong techniques in order to intensify the impeccable positions of their customer loyalty programs. For example, they must make the best use of their more advantageous program items such as their VIP lounge service. Although the item has been popularly adopted by most competitors, the shopping centers can utilize the priority treatment of customer benefits to customers during practical operations in order to obtain the highest performance assessment from customers. Thus, this can be used as a basis of a competitive advantage.

(5) To use weak techniques to heighten a business’s relative competitive advantages

In addition to comprehending their strongest techniques, their worse techniques also must be improved in order to increase their relative competitive advantages. Hence, shopping center managers can use their weak techniques in the current stage as niches to intensify their techniques and to apply and improve these lacking techniques in order to reinforce their relative competitive advantages. Moreover, this item has a very high connection with entertainment in customer benefits. Thus, shopping center managers should enhance their newest information transmission technology to elevate the enterprises’ abilities and improve over their competitors, thereby increasing their relative competitive advantages.
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